CSU IT Core Planning Team (CPT)
Work Session I
January 24, 2022

9:00  Reconnecting around Purpose: Why Strategic IT?
Why does IT Strategic Planning matter for the future of CSU?

9:15  How does IT fit into the CST?
Exploring how IT fits into key strategic aspects of the CST:
   • Transformational building blocks
   • Green and Gold aspirational areas

10:00  Dream 2027—Small group brainstorming
   Imagine CSU IT in 2027!
   • What is its impact?
   • What’s different from 2022?
   • How did we get here?

10:30  BREAK

10:45  Dream 2027—Sharing and comparing
   What’s inspiring about our group dreams of the future CSU IT?

11:00  Laying the Foundation for 2025 Desired Outcomes
   Creating a strategic framework that’s a gravitational North Star
   • Outcome-based thinking—the Picturing the Future Process
   • Toward exemplary outcomes that can be “criteria for success”
   • Preparing to facilitate the Advisory Committee on 1/31

11:55  Closing—Next Steps & Takeaways
   • 1/31/22: Advisory Committee
   • 2/15/22: Core Planning Team

12:00  Meeting Ends